Subsi4
Vital To Defense;
Grit
Tells Parley
Shipyard

The United States must "start putting
the American flag back on the oceans
of the world" because "if we don't. in
time of war, we will be in pretty bad
shape," B. A. Gritta, President of the
AFL-CIO's Metal Trades Department,
declared this week in an address to the
21st convention of the Pacific Coast
Metal Trades District Council.
Addressing the convention at the Del
Webb TowneHouse in San Francisco on
Monday, Gritta pointed out that more
than half of the cargo carried on the
world's oceans comes from or is destined for the United States, but only 7
percent of-it is carried in U. S. ships.
In 1958, he said, 93 ships were on
order or being built in private shipyards in this nation, but this year the
figure is down to 43.
To save the maritime industry from
extinction, he said the Federal Government should subsidize U. S. shipyards
so they can compete with foreign build-

ers.
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Points Out 'Double Subsidy State's
Taxpayers Pay if Use of Braceros is Ok'd
Pitts

A- plea against reviving "an imnse double subsidy for agribusiness
and eastem consumers at the direct expense of al} California taxpayers by
exhuing the bracero program" was made by state AFILCIO leader Tos.
L. Pitts to U.S. Secretary of* Labor W. Willard Wlrtz in Sacramento.
Wednesday at the start of the Labor Secretary's four-day California farm.
labor inspection tour.
_
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The Senate Finanee Committee yesterday approved AB 241, Governor
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-Afr yarsofconsistentoppoion
the.House Ways and Means Committee
this week approved a comprehensive

measure to 'help pay most of the health
expenses of all of the nation's 18 mil-

lion senior citizens.
The measure, which would also raise
Sociial Security cash benefits seven
percent and boost medical benefits for
all needy pens under existing Federal-State welfare programs, would pro(Continued on Page 2)
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Medicare Bill
Clears Key Hurdle
(Continued from Page 1)
vide universal hospital and nursing
home care under Social Security for
those 65 or older and offer an optional
government-subsidized insurance program to cover doctor bills and other
costs.
The legislation, which may be brought
to the floor of the house for a vote
next week, would provide the following benefits for everyone 65 and older,
regardless of income or employment,
beginning July 1, 1966:
A basic hospitalization right of 60
days for each illness; 20 additional days
of nursing home care or, if the hospital
benefit is nolt exhausted, additional
time in the nursing home. The patient
would pay only the first $40 of the cost.
Excluding the optional plan covering
doctors' bills, the measure would cost
workers a maximum of only $69 more
a year for the broadened coverage and
the increased cash benefits. The maximum annual cost for current Social
Security coverage is $174. Next year
the maximum annual cost would be
$243.
While the details of last minute
changes in the bill were not immediately available, it was reported that the
supplemental optional plan would cover
doctor's bills both in and out of the
hospital, drugs in the hospital or
nursing home only, X-rays, laboratory
t e s t s, ambulance service, artificial
limbs and similar services.
For these optional benefits, the patient would pay the first $50 of his bill
and the insurance would cover 80 percent of the remainder. The supplemental plan would cost $3 a month,
which the insured could arrange to have
deducted from theil Social Security Old
Age payments.
The omnibus measure is also understood to contain provisions to require
extensive revisions in the Kerr-Mills
Act, including increased Federal funds,
standardization of liberalized eligibility
requirements, and extension of coverage
to include dependent children, the blind,
and disabled as well as the aged.
Unless affected by the last minute
changes, the seven percent across-theboard increase in Social Security cash
benefits would be retroactive to January, 1965. This would result in a minimum monthly increase of $4, which
amounts to more than a seven percent
increase for those at the bottom of the
scale. It would enable everyone, if they
wished, to choose to be covered under
the supplemental plan without reducing their Social Security income.
Medicines required for use at home,
however, would not be covered by the
insurance.
At present the Social Security pay-
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(Continued from Page 1)
the thousands of acres of asparagus and
onion fields on the islands. Zuckerman
is presently paying $1.25 an hour for
men, and $1.00 an hour, the State minimum, for women, AWOC officials said.
If the estimated 11,000 citrus growers in California and Arizona cling to
their refusal to meet the minimum farm
labor standards, they will be ineligible
to apply for foreign workers.
Although refusing to offer the $1.40
minimum, the citrus growers said they
would raise present piece rates so that
what they called the "average-competent
worker" can earn $1.75 a hour.
Tieburg applauded the citrus growers' pledge to boost piece rates and.
said the State Department of Employment would help them in every
way possible "to recruit Americans
just as we have been able to do for
years for growers of pears, cherries
and peaches, who have managed very
well without foreign workers."
In answer to the citrus growers complaints that some of the domestic workers recruited through the State and Federal recruitment drive are "indolent,"
Tieburg pointed out that the growers
themselves do the final screening of the
workers before they are hired and can
fire any undesirables.
At the start of his tour, Wirtz reiterated his opposition to any large-scale
importation of foreign farm workers and
was noncommittal about authorizing any
at all.
"It is a matter of what the circumstances will warrant, if they do at all,"
Wirtz commented.
He is making the tour to get a first
hand look at the situation and to appraise the reality of labor shortages
claimed by some growers. His itinerary
calls for stops at Stockton, Salinas,
Ventura, and other communities in the
Central and Imperial Valleys, with the
tour to end Saturday in Los Angeles.
roll tax is 3.625 percent of the first
$4800 earned. Next year, under the provisions of the bill, this rate would rise
to 4.35 percent on $5600.
Other sections of the more than 250page bill would:
* Permit children of a deceased worker who is covered by Social Security to
continue to receive benefits until their
22nd birthday anniversary if they are
students. The present cut-off age is 18.
-2-

Senate OK's Dl Bill
Slashing Benefits
(Continued from Page 1)
labor's objections to the amendments.
Asserting the amendments would "do
irreparable damage" to the disability
insurance program, the letter explained:
"The impact of two of the amendments is a reduction in benefits to 221,000 out of 488,000 claimants in a yearalmost 50 percent. The impact of these
reductions falls evenly across the whole
spectrum of beneficiaries. There are as
many beneficiaries affected whose benefit amount is $75 a week or more as
there are those whose benefit amount
is between $25 and $29 per week.
"There are 138,000 claimants alone
who will have less of their income insured because of the 'capping' of the $80
weekly maximum thru July 1, 1967.
These amendments affect adversely the
skilled and the unskilled. They affect
all occupations."
The letter noted that the California
Labor Federation gave its unequivocal
support to the bill in its original form
and urged the Senators to strike the
Miller amendments from the bill and
pass the Assembly-approved version
"with immediate effect."
At last Tuesday's hearing on AB 1050,
a Federation-initiated measure to permit
voter registration to continue until 29
instead of 54 days prior to any election,
the Elections and Reapportionment
Committee took under consideration an
amendment designed to meet some of
the objections of the County Clerks to
the measure.
The amendment would permit registration to continue until 29 days prior
to an election but the names of those
not registered 54 days prior to the election would not be published in the list
of eligible electors.
Commenting on the hearing, Assemblyman Danielson said they "have produced substantial progress in the understanding of the need for a longer registration period."
Action on AB 1050 was put over for
two weeks until April 6th.
On Thursday another Federation-initiated bill, AB 2053, was introduced by
Assemblyman Joseph M. Kennick. This
bill would provide increased retirement
benefits for certain State employees
whose current benefits are inadequate.
Essentially, it would increase the formula used in computing retirement
benefits for such employees from 1/60th
to 1/50th of the sum on which the retirement benefits are computed.
In other actions this week, the Assembly passed AB 903-Dymally which requires farm labor trucks and buses to
have an opening or a window and signalling device between the passenger's
and driver's compartment.

Help Lower the Boom on
Strikebreaking in CaLifornia
1965 Legislative Fact Sheet No. 6
AB 1637-Foran-Committee on Industrial Relations
Assemblyman Mervyn M. Dymally. Chairman

Strikebreaking is a form of profiteering at the expense of workers
fighting for decent wages and working conditions.
Anywhere it is tolerated it
threatens all the working people of
the community because it involves
a poor value judgment by the few
employers who resort to it. And the
actions of these few bring violence
and discredit to the entire community.
Essentially such unscrupulous
employers tacitly say that profits
are more important than principles
or people
more important than
the roots their striking employees
have in the community.

THE 'FAST BUCK' LURE
Theirs is "the public be damned"
attitude of the 19th century railroad moguls. So they import strikebreakers, rootless people willing to
move anywhere for a fast buck.
These people are for the most
part a disreputable lot. They are
often the hirelings of out-of-state
employment agencies retained by
anti-union employers who a r e
adamantly determined to thumb
their noses at this nation's publicly
established policy of encouraging
workers to organize and bargain
collectively.
They, like many non-union workers, still fail to recognize that an
economic system that cheats its
own workers of a fair share of the
value of goods and services produced, cheats itself, because such
an economy fails to generate the
mass purchasing power needed to
sustain it and help it flourish.
They also ignore the fact that the
extension of a high standard of living to four-fifths of the nation's
population instead of its restriction
to a small wealthy minority stems
principally from organized labor's
continual efforts to improve the
conditions of life and labor for all.

AN UGLY HISTORY
Strikebreaking has a long and
ugly history in this nation, a history
that is rarely fairly told in our public school books. At one time a
strikebreaker was a man who
often in narrow desperationelected to put his own family's economic plight ahead of those of his
fellow workers, and agreed to work
for less than the strikers sought.
In fact, shortly after the turn of
the century the National Metal
Trades Association set up an employment bureau that issued "certificates of recommendation" to
strikebreakers. If a man lacked
such a certificate
if he hadn't
proved to management that he
would sell his labor cheaper than
his fellow workers-he could not
get a job in that industry.
Today the situation has changed.
Most decent people recognize that
strikebreakers are essentially unscrupulous opportunists who are indifferent to the havoc their actions
can wreak on the life of the communities that they are hired to invade. It never seems to occur to
them that the premium pay they get
is based on the wage scales established by the sacrifices of striking
workers in bygone years.

S. F. ENACTS BAN
This was evident in the course
of the bitter printing strike in San
Francisco last year when some publishing firms resorted to importing
strikebreakers. The resulting picket
line violence and resentment that
the presence of strikebreakers created throughout the Bay Area
prompted the San Francisco Board
of Supervisors to ban strikebreakers "to preserve the public peace
and public order."
More recently, the San Jose City
Council adopted a similar antistrikebreaker 'ordinance.
In addition, ten states have already banned strikebreaking. They
-3-

are: Pennsylvania, New J e r s e y,
Massachusetts, Washington, Maryland, Delaware, Michigan, Louisiana, Rhode Island and Hawaii.
In the interests of maintaining a
healthy climate for good faith, collective bargaining in California and
promoting mutual respect for the
rights of both labor and management, the California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, believes California
needs a state law that asserts that
the people of California will not
condone strikebreaking.

WHAT AB 1637 DOES
That, in essence, is what AB
1637, introduced by Assemblyman
John F. Foran, would do.
This measure, initiated by the
California Labor Federation, AFLCIO, consists of two sections.
The first section would ban all
persons or firms except those directly interested in a strike, walkout or lockout situation from recruiting, procuring, supplying or referring "any person who customarily and repeatedly offers himself
for employment in the place of employees involved in strikes, walkouts or lockouts.

The second section would ban any
firm involved in a strike,
walkout or lockout, from employing
strikebreakers. It also prohibits any person or firm from knowingly employing
strikebreakers who are recruited, procured, supplied or referred by any person or firm that is not directly involved
in the dispute.
Finally, the bill makes it unlawful for
strikebreakers to accept strikebreaking
jobs in California.
Penalities for violation of the law
would be fines of not less than $100
nor more than $500 or a maximum of
six months in prison or both.
The use of strikebreakers in labor disputes has repeatedly resulted in aggravating industrial strife, frustrating collective bargaining, encouraging violence, crimes and other disorders and
prolonging impasses that develop between labor and management. Enactment of AB 1637 would represent a
long stride toward improved industrial
relations in California and, therefore, a
long stride toward an improved California.
All affiliates and Local Union members are urged to write their Assemblymen and State Senators, as well as
Assemblyman Dymally, to ask them to
work actively to win passage of AB
1637.
person or

Pints Cites Tax
Cost of Braceros
(Continued from Page 1)
costs amount to a scant four percent
of the retail price of the crops involved, the great bulk of which are
sold in the east. This means that even
if hired farm l a b o r costs were
doubled, the maximum Increase in a
produce item presently retailing for
25 cents would be one cent," he ex-

plained.
"Deceptive because it obscures the
fact that when cheap foreign labor is
used, Californians unwittingly pay a
double subsidy for the growers.
"First, through their taxes, Californians pay the staggering health and
welfare costs of supporting domestic
farm workers and their families who,
because of the deplorable wages and
unemployment perpetuated by the bracero program, are ill-clothed, ill-fed, illhoused, ill-educated as well as ill-treated.
"The second hidden subsidy stems
from the additional minimum sum of
$500 million these workers should be
paid that is lost to California's economy
and to its sources of tax revenues.
"During the years the bracero program was tolerated this was further
compounded by the wages paid to braceros which, since spent in Mexico,
Airter also syphoned out of the state's
economy.
"Thus, at major expense to themselves, California's taxpayers underwrite slightly lower food prices for outof-state consumers," Pitts, secretarytreasurer of the California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, pointed out.
In discussing the state's farm labor
controversy with Wirtz shortly after
Wirtz met with the Governor this morning, Pitts urged the Labor Secretary and
"all Californians to recognize that the
growers' grossly distorted claims of possible loss are more than offset by the
$500 million in annual wages that have
actually been lost year after year by the
state's domestic farm workers who have
been paid less than half of what their
labor is worth."
The wage rates of 90 cents to $1.25
an hour which have been paid, Pitts
said, "are an outrage in a state where
work of comparable difficulty in all
other industries pays two to five times
as much."
In surveying farm labor in California,
Pitts urged Wirtz to look particularly
into the adequacy of housing available
for farm labor families and the lack of
child care and field toilet facilities.
"Recent state aerial surveys," Pitts
said, "found no evidence of field toilet
facilities on more than two dozen farms
surveyed in the San Joaquin Valley area.
If the growers were making any earnest
effort to recruit farm labor families,"

FARM LABOR FILL-IN-U. S. Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz and Undersecretary
John F. Henning (at left) discuss California's farm labor situation with Governor Edmund G.
Brown and Tom Pins, Secretary-Treasurer of the California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, at
start of the Labor Department officials' four-day fact-finding tour. Pitts urged Wirtz to note
particularly the growers failure to provide such basic facilities as field toilets and family
housing, and pointed out a double subsidy the use of braceros has imposed on California
taxpayers in the past. The double subsidy results from increased health and welfare taxes
necessary to sustain the grossly underpaid domestic workers and the loss of tax sources that
would accrue to the State if domestic workers were paid wages comparable to those in other
industries, Pitts explained.

Pitts asserted, "such facilities would not
be lacking."
Ralph Gunderson, consulting sanitarian of the Farm Workers' Health
Service of the State Department of Public Health in Berkeley confirmed that
recent aerial surveys have found no evidence of field toilets at some 28 locations surveyed.
In conclusion, Pitts called on all religious, civic and civil rights groups to
join organized labor in helping the Secretary of Labor see the domestic workers' side of the story.
"If Wirtz is to get a true picture of
the medieval conditions many growers
expect domestic workers to accept without a whimper, concerned groups
throughout the course of his itinerary
must pitch in to help," Pitts said.
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KEEPING POSTED
To keep posted on the progress of
various measures through the legislature,
affiliates should drop a note to the
chairman of the committee to which a
measure of interest is referred requesting
notice of all hearings called on: the bill.
The NEWS LETTER'S Digest of Bills in.
dicates the committee to which each bill
is referred. Requests should, be addressed
to Committee Chairman, c/o State Capitol, Sacramento. The chairmen and
members of State Senate and Assembly
com.mittees are listed in the Federation's
1965 Roster of Legislative Representatives. Copies of the Roster were sent to
all affiliates last month.

DIGEST
Key to Symbols
CR
Di
EA
ED
EL
HO

OF BILLS

RE Recreation
Insurance (Incl. H & W)
S
Industrial Safety
Labor Code Changes, General
SL
State & Local Government
Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
Liens, Attachments & Writs
LI
TA Taxation
Disability Insurance
Labor Unions, Individually
LS
TR Training & Retraining
LU Labor Unions, General
Employment Agencies, Private
Education
U1
Unemployment Insurance
Ml Miscellaneous
WC Workmen's Compensation
Elections
Public Employees
PE
WP Water and Power
Housing
PH Public Health
*Sponsored by the California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO
No bill may be taken up until 30 days after date of introduction indicated in Digest, except by 3/4 vote.
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ASSEMBLY BILLS
may have been established by the State Board of Barber Examiners for
AB 1699 Beilenson (Fin. & Ins.). Deletes provisions establishing temporary
LS-Watch
that service in the area involved. March 9.
disability compensation based upon 65 percent of an individual's average weekly earnings and provides instead that such compensation shall AB 1710 Dannemeyer (Ed.). Fixes yearly minimum nonresident tuition fees
at University of California at $1,000 for undergraduates and $2,000 for
be a scheduled amount based upon the amount of wages received by
uppergraduates. Fixes yearly minimum nonresident tuition fees at Calian individual in his highest calendar quarter in a specified base period
fornia State Colleges at $1,000 for undergraduates, and average per
(and increased, if certain conditions are met, by a factor to be compupil cost of education (including administration), but not to exceed
puted by the commission based upon two-thirds of the average weekly
$2,000 for graduate students. Requires inclusion of administration cost,
total wages paid by all employers). Provides that an individual eligible
as well as cost of instruction, in computing junior college yearly nonresito receive temporary disability compensation who receives wages or
ED-Bad
dent tuition fee. March 9.
regular wages from his employer during the period of his disability
shall be paid disability compensation for any day in an amount not to AB 1713 Henson (G.E. & E.). Extends coverage of bond or deposit which is
exceed his maximum daily amount which together with the wages or
to be filed by specified persons with Registrar of Contractors to inregular wages does not exceed for such day one-seventh of his weekly
clude any employee of the licensee damaged by the latter's failure to
wage immediately prior to the commencement of his disability. Propay wages. Makes an application for an original license void when the
vides that if the remuneration of an individual is not based upon a fixed
applicant fails within 6 months after notice to file a bond or cash deperiod or duration of time or if the individual's wages are paid at irposit required by the Contractors Law, rather than by Section 7071.5.
MI-Good
regular intervals or in such manner as not to extend regularly over the
M ar. 9.
period of employment, the wages for any week or for any calendar AB 1719 Burton (Soc. Wel.). Eliminates responsibility of relatives to contribute to support of applicants for or recipients of old age assistance.
quarter for the purpose of computing an individual's right to disability
PH-Good
March 10.
compensation shall be determined pursuant to authorized regulations
which shall, so far as possible, secure results reasonably similar to those AB 1725 Winton (Mun. & C.G.). Makes the provisions of the Subletting
which would prevail if the individual were paid his wages at regular
and Subcontracting Fair Practices Act applicable to chartered public
intervals. Provides that no release of liability or compromise agreeLS-Watch
agencies. Mar. 10.
ment concerning workmen's compensation shall be approved in those AB 1727 Elliott (Soc. Wel.). Provides for $5 increase in old age assistcases where the Department of Employment has an unsatisfied lien for
ance grants. Makes other technical, nonsubstantive changes. March 10.
unemployment compensation disability benetits paid to an individual,
PH-Good
without the written approval of the department. March 9.
WC-Bad AB 1729 Donovan (Ed.). Shifts payment of one-half of cost of administration of Teachers' Retirement System from the state to interest income
AB 1701 Burton (C.S. & S.P.). Provides that where examination for state
ED, LS-Bad
from investment of members' contributions. March 10.
civil service position consists of oral and written parts, oral is graded
as "pass" or "fail" and if candidate passes both parts, his grade is AB 1732 Harvey Johnson (G.O.). Provides that a bowling center having
32 lanes or more which is licensed and equipped for sales to and conPE-Watch
based on written part. Mar. 9.
by the public of meals upon the premises, may sublet the sale
sumption
for
Provides
maximum
of
7
per
hours
labor
AB 1702 Burton (Ind. R.).
service
of the meals it must serve to qualify for an on-sale license
and
day, 35 hours per week, and 5 days per week. Provides that except
of alcoholic beverages, other than beers, to be consumed
for
the
sale
where work in excess of 7 hours in a day or 35 hours in a week is proLS-Watch
public eating place. March I1.
in
bona
any
hibited by law, work performed by employees in excess of 7 hours per AB 1760 Meyersfide(C.S.
care"
of
"basic
limitation
the
Eliminates
S.
&
P.).
day, or 35 hours during any one week, shall be compensated for at not
from hospital and medical care in the definition of a health benefits
LU-Gcod
less than two times the basic rate of pay. March 9.
plan. Makes recipients of special death benefits or the survivor's allowAB 1706 Moretti (G.E. & E.). Makes a person licensed under the Cosmeance, or similiar allowances under any state retirement system eligible
to participate in one of the health benefit plans. Operative October 1,
tology Act, who for hire or reward cuts the hair of a male patron, subPE-Good
1965. March II.
ject for that particular service to any minimum price schedule which

ASSEMBLY CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
ACA 30 Foran (Jud.). Provides that to extent owner of property has paid
contractor or subcontractor, no mechanics' liens shall exist and claimant
must enforce his claim against the contractor or subcontractor. Feb. 18.
ACA 31 Carrell (Cons. & Wild.). Abolishes Fish and Game Commission,
and provides for new Fresh Water Fish Commission, Salt Water Fish
Commission, Big Game Commission, and Small Game Commission, each
to be comprised of two members of the Senate and four members of the
Assembly, appointed in each instance by those bodies, for eventual staggered four-year terms. Authorizes Legislature to delegate to each new
commission such powers as it may deem fit. Authorizes Legislature to
provide for division and allocation of fish and game moneys among the
four commissions. Fixes date of transition at first Monday in January,
FISH-Good
1967. Feb. 25.
ACA 32 Stanton (W. & M.). Eliminates, as of July 1, 1967, the earmarking
of various motor vehicle tax revenues for street and highway purposes
D -

and requires that they be deposited in the General Fund. Excepts from
above requirement the sales and use tax on vehicles and the vehicle
TA-Watch
license tax. Mar. 2.
ACA 39 Mills (Elec. & Reap.). Eliminates provisions prohibiting division
of assembly districts in the formation of congressional districts. March
LS-Watch
I1.
ACA 40 Stanton (Elec. & Reap.). Provides for the election of the Governor and Lieutenant Governor as a team. Provides for the selection of
candidates for Lieutenant Governor at the state convention of each
EL-Watch
political party. March 15.
ACA 41 Z'berg (Rev. & Tax.). Permits Legislature to exempt homes of
certain blind veterans from property taxation up to $5,000. States that
exemption applies to such property for the 1965-1966 fiscal year in the
TA-Watch
manner provided by law. March 17.
21

SENATE BILLS
SB 721 Farr (Gov. Eff.). Provides that "injury" as used in the workmen's
compensation law, includes not only heart trouble, but also hernia or
pneumonia, in the case of officers and employees in the Department
of Corrections having custodial duties, each officer and employee in
the Department of the Youth Authority having group supervisory duties,
and each security officer employed at the Atascadero State Hospital.
Creates presumption that such hernia or pneumonia arises out of and
WC-Good
in course of employment. March 10.
SB 722 Cobey (Jud.). Makes it a crime to use money received for purpose of paying for, or obtaining services, labor, materials, or equipment to willfully fail to apply such money for such purposes, either by
willfully failing to complete the improvements involved or by willfully
failing to pay for labor, materials, or equipment involved in the construction of the improvements. Makes it a misdemeanor for any person
to willfully use money given for services, labor, material or equipment
incident to construction of real property improvements for rebates to
or on behalf of anyone contracting with such person for such services,
LU-Good
labor, material or equipment. March 10.
SB 746 Begovich (Nat. Res.). Allows State Forester to utilize persons confined in any correctional facility for purpose of burning brush, vegetation or structures pursuant to State Forester's contracts. March 11.

CORRECTION
SB 617-Short, a measure to repeal sections of the state's
Fish and Game Code relating to pelagic fish (sardines, anchovies,
jack and Pacific mackerel) and replace these sections to provide that management and administration of pelagic fishes be
permanently under authority of the Fish and Game Commission
was carried incorrectly as a good bill in last week's News Letter
due to a transcription error. It should have been marked a Bad
bil,l. Please correct page D-20 of the Digest of Bills contained
in the March 19, 1965, News Letter accordingly.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTIONS
SJR 32 McCarthy (Gov. Eff.). Memorializes President and Congress of
United States to take such action as may be necessary to provide for
lease to state of portions of Fort Baker, Fort Barry and Fort Cronkhite
and to make such leased lands immediately available for park use and
for installation of safety, sanitary and other public use facilities. March

LS-Bad

RE-Good
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Third of a Million
Lose Voting Rights
In Los Angeles County

Labor's Role in War on Poverty Stressed
U.S. Assistant Secretary of Labor
Daniel P. Moynihan underscored organized labor's key role in any war on poverty at the concluding session of a threeday Conference on Poverty at the Univ e r sit y of California at Berkeley on
Feb. 28, and attributed some of the nation's key problems to the fact that
trade unions don't yet enjoy the mass
support they need to do the job.
"Our social insurance system is unfinished; our wage system is unbalanced
and incomplete; our employment nexus
(connection or link) is frighteningly inadequate," Moynihan declared.
"These are fundamental political issues and there does not now exist a concensus that they should be resolved.
"Trying to cure poverty without at-

25% of U.S. Employees
Now Have Union Pacts
Nearly 25 percent of the federal government's 2.5 million civilian employees
are covered by the 205 collective bargaining pacts negotiated since the late
President Kennedy issued an executive
order encouraging bargaining in 1962,
Labor Department study has disclosed.
The survey, made public on the third
anniversary of Kennedy's order, found
592,000 federal employees covered by
contracts as of late last year. About
two-thirds of all employees covered by
contract belonged to 21 unions affiliated
with the AFL-CIO.
The executive order provides three
forms of recognition for federal employee unions informal, formal and
exclusive. Exclusive recognition in bargaining rights are given organizations
chosen by a majority in an appropriate
unit.
-

tending to these matters is treating the
symptoms and not the disease," he asserted.
The nation's great hope, he asserted,
is the trade union movement which is
"the original and still effective antipoverty movement."
The labor movement and it only "is
capable of providing mass support" for
such goals as eliminating poverty.
"But the trade union movement still
it hasn't reached the
is incomplete
point where it can provide such mass
support as is needed.
"We are not going to be able to make
the most of the enormous opportunity
which this new war on poverty offers us
unless we generally recognize the role
of trade unions," he said.
"Trade unions," he concluded, "have
been rightly seen as a principal force
pressing for equality in an industrial
society."
Frank Fernbach of the National AFLCIO's Research Department pointed out
earlier in the conference that the nation's social security program has contributed little to the aid of the poor.
Maximum retirement benefits for a
single worker are only about $1500 annually and for an aged couple they
amount to less than $2300, he noted.
"Even the very top benefits now
paid," he said, "are really hardly above
the poverty level."
Michael Harrington, author of "The
Other America," a book which has done
much to focus attention on the nation's
severe poverty problem, said President
Johnson's Great Society concept seemed
to be based on the optimistic assumption
that poverty could be relieved with little
effort and without disturbing any of the
nation's institutions.
Quite the contrary is the case, he said.
"We need to spend billions of dollars,
D 22
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More than one-third of a million
Los Angeles County residents, including 208,034 Democrats and 124,383
Republicans, have lost their right to
vote by failing to vote in the General
Election last November.
The total, constituting 11 percent
of the county's 3,137,194 eligible voters last November, includes 208,034
Democrats and 124,383 Republicans,
Los Angeles C o u n t y Registrar of
Voters Ben Hite has disclosed.
The net result of t h e biennial
purge of eligible voter lists, Hite
said, is that the Democrats now have
58.08 percent of the total county registration of 2,790,759 and the Republicans have 38.61 percent. For last
year's General Election, Democrats
had 58.3 percent and Republicans
38.31 percent. The heaviest percentage loss was in the predominately
Negro 53rd Assembly District where
18.92 percent of the registered Republicans were purged for failing to
vote.
billions and billions of dollars, in "social

investments" and we need "new concepts and revolutionary thinking" to invent new jobs that can be done by the
poor, he asserted.

Such social expenditures, he indicated,
basically economy moves because it
is far cheaper to finance programs to
enable those born into poverty to break
out of it and become self-supporting than
to carry them on the welfare rolls all of
their lives.
In short, he suggested:
"Let's hire the poor to abolish poverty."
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